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A note of

Introduction
All of us have a handicap of one kind handicap is so severe and tragic that they
or another. We may not be crippled in cannot successfully function in normal
limb or mentally broken, but most of us society. The great majority have the
do have handicaps that reveal them- capacity to become productive, contribselves every once in a while. Sometimes uting and dignified citizens.
we harbor prejudices that cause us to
Encouraging Emphasis
suffer extremely "low vision"; some people are subject to spells of "blind rage"
This realization depends in great part
while others "limp" socially on a with- upon the programs of training and
ered sense of inferiority. All of us have treatment that these· specially designed
areas and moods which find us "stum- institutions provide. It was highly en- .
bling" in a kind of half-world between couraging, in the opinion of this writer,
the real and the unreal.
to find a growing emphasis, in most inAttitude Important
stances, on this approach of helping
The secret to overcoming these each indivic!ual to help himself to adjust
handicaps lies mainly in a healthy atti- to normal living. But to an even greater
tude both in the handicapped individ- degree the success of an effective proual and in those who influence his en- gram for learning to handle one's handvironment. It is only when one admits icap depends upon we the people. They
his handicap and accepts it for what it is come from our homes and communities
that the creative adventure of problem and most of them can and will return.
solving begins in earnest.
With understanding, appreciation and
Those who enter our state hospitals expectation we must learn how to accept
and schools for the handicapped have a them and encourage them to an active,
peculiar kind of disability, but most of ·positive place in society.
them are not too different from us as
This .publication is not a research repersons. There is little justification for port. It is an attempt to introduce some
the expenditure of large sums of money of the problems and needs of a few of
and the time and talents of hundreds of our handicapped and to the institutional
employees if these institutions try to ere- programs that our state has establishec!
ate a world apart into which these peo- to help them with the hope that it will
ple can escape. There are some, but stimulate a more informed, active and
fewer than generally realized, whose sympathetic citizenry.
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Yankton
State Hospital

1600 PATIENTS RESIDE AT INSTITUTION

Marilyn seemed to be such an efficient
homemaker and mother. She was quite
shy and at times oversensitive at the club
or church meetings. She wouldn't think
of being an officer or leading in a meeting. But she was a good pianist and was
willing to play for group singing. Her
housekeeping was meticulous.
In school she was always a good student, never causing trouble for the
teacher. But at home she was often irritable with these outbreaks ending in
crying spells followed by a period of
moodiness. She liked to stay up late and
read in her room. After she was graduated from high school, she wanted to
take nurse's training, but her father just
couldn't afford the extra cost.
Began Changing
Marilyn wasn't quite 19 when she
married a young fellow from the same
county and they started farming on
some land adjacent to his father 's place.
This way they could use some of his
machinery until they got "on their feet."
Things went well at first. Prices and
crops were good. Good equipment and
productive land, a comfortable home
and two healthy children indicated that
their future was as promising as any
other couple in the county-that is, until
Marilyn began changing. At times she
would get up for no apparent reason,
break into tears, and leave the room
when friends were visiting in the home.
She became quite listless and indifferent to most of the things she was once
so interested in. Her husband's argu-

ment or reasoning didn't seem to help
any. She became increasingly "peculiar" and unsocial. Finally it got so bad
that her husband called a doctor who
suggested that she be sent to a mental
hospital for treatment.
Marilyn really isn't anybody, and yet
there are ·many Marilyns. In fact, it is
estimated that one out of every 20 persons in the United States will spend a
part in their life in a mental hospital.
No one is perfectly balanced. All of us
are subject to emotional conflicts. In
most cases these difficulties revolving
around "the blues," tenseness, our obsessions, unaccountable fears and anxieties,
interfere with our happiness and efficiency, but not enough to keep us from
taking care of our affairs. Neurosis is
one of the most common forms of emotional disorder and usually doesn't require hospitalization. In Marilyn's case,
not only were her emotions seriously
disturbed, but she became mentally confused. She had developed what is callee
psychosis today. Her problems became
too great for her, putting a strain on her
emotional and mental life beyond her
capacity to absorb. She came to feel that
there was no one she could go to who
would help her with her problems so she
turned inward in a retreat from reality.
This certainly isn't a complete or adequate description of how this type of
mental illness develops, but perhaps it is
enough to describe the term "schizophrenia" which means "splitting of the
personality. "
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others in minute detail). More than 200
1600 in Hospital
Approximately 1,600 patients now re- patients at Y anktop are ill with either
side at our state hospital, located about cerebral arteriosclerosis or senile dementhree miles north of Yankton. About 30 tia with this number steadily increasing.
percent of those admitted are classified Doctors also find that mental illness is
as suffering from schizophrenia. Doc- sometimes caused by a structural or
tors regard this as pretty much a young physical injury to the brain or central
person's disease usually occuring be- nervous system because of alcoholism,
tween the ages of 15 and 35. All in all syphillis, brain tumor or severe infecthere are approximately 21 major types tions such as pneumonia. "Middle age
of psychoses. These fall into the basic depression" ( involutional melancholia)
which usually develops in men and
categories of functional and organic.
"Functional" means that the disturb- · women· between 40 and 55 in another
ance is caused by no obvio_us physical type of common organic psychosis. Anchange. It may be rooted in the patient's other 150 are handicapped with
early emotional experiences, the physical epilepsy.
makeup of ·his environment-probably
Rights of Patients
a combination of these and more. In adOne sometimes hears stories about
dition to schizophrenia, one of the most how people are "gotten rid of" by comcommon types of illness in the function- mitting them at Yankton. This is not
al group is known as manic depressive. very possible under the legal rights and
Most of these cases occur in middle responsibilities of the law, or the mediadult life. Often they exhibit a circular cal staff wanting to keep any patient
course with first a restless, talkative, ex- they consider sane. In addition to recited interlude followed by a perioc of taining his property rights, a committed
depression. Then a time of apparent patient retains his civil rights which
normalcy before the cycle begins again. includes to question or appeal his comThey tend to respond to proper treat- mittment and to demand investigation.
ment but like arthritis and other disThe most desirable and least formal
eases a recurrence of the illness can be manner of admittance takes place when
expected. Other functional cases suffer the patient voluntarily requests hospitalfrom paranoia, drug addiction and al- ization. All that has to be done then is
coholism.
for the patient t9 address a wr~tten request to the superintendent of the
Organic Psychosis
"Organic psychosis" refers to illness hospital.
If the patient must be hospitalized
caused by a definite body change. Many
against
his will or is too ill to know what
people seem to grow old gracefully beca use their human machine just slows he is doing, then admission becomes
down to an easy pace. Others have a ma- more difficult. This requires the county
chine breakdown. For example, if the board ( with the county judge as the key
arteries of the brain harden too much it person) to take legal steps in sending a
can cause one to become confused about potential patient to the hospital for extime and people. They are apt to become amination, observation and treatment.
querulous and extremely disturbed by
Legal Action Harmful
mere trifles. In other senior citizens, a
Detrimental to the patient's welfare
part of the brain actually dies and dete- and to the hospital's relationship to him
riorates. This causes an increasing in- is to have officers of the law take the
ability to remember the here and now patient to the hospital for admission.
and an apparent sharpening of the long This procedure, usually associated in
past ( with a relish for describing it to the minds of people to the arrest of crim-
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inals, places an unfair stigma upon
someone who is sick and needs care at
the hospital.
Relatives or friends deceiving the
sick person into thinking the trip is for
another reason create a worse situation.
The task of relatives and friends is to do
their best ·in preparing the patient with
the assurance of a genuine concern for
his welfare and well being. The temporary solution of a crisis should never be
at the price of the patient's loss of trust
and respect for his loved ones.
Arrival Procedure
Upon arrival, the new patient is taken
immediately to the pleasant waiting
room of the new receiving ward. A
nurse checks his temperature and pulse
and he is given other preliminary examination and a bath, then put to bed until
a member of the medical staff has an opportunity to give him a complete physical and mental examination. Under observation of one of the regular staff physicians, the patient's illness is diagnosed
and his history is compiled. Following
this he is ready to be presented at a staff
meeting where the other physicians
have an opportunity to observe and talk
with him. Then, after careful discussion
and evaluation, the diagnosis is either
confirmed or rejected. Before a month's
time has elapsed, the patient's mental
condition is diagnosed and classified in
accordance with the Statistical Manual
used by all mental hospitals in the
country.
In addition to Dr. Charles Yohe, who
became the hospital superintendent May
1, 1953, Drs. Baum and Muszynska are
staff psychiatrists. There are three more
full-time physicians and one more taking his internship at the Sacred Heart
Hospital in Yankton to complete the
medical staff. There is a psychologist, a
trained chaplain, three social workers
and 24 nurses along with student nurses,
a dentist, an occupational therapist,
about 175 attendants, volunteer help
and other workers to make ~p a team of
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450 employees running this institutional
community.
Types of Treatment
Not all treatments help every type of
illness. The chief tool of the psychiatrist
is a procedure called psychotherapy in
which the c!octor helps the patient to see
and understand his problems. The most
publicized f o r m i s psychoanalysis
where, in a. series of regular meetings
with the doctor, the patient is encouraged to gradually bring the minute details of his life out into the open. By reliving these experiences he gains insight
into why he has become overwhelmed
by his problems.
As this process requires usually a minimum of 250 hours, it is not practical as
a method of treatment due to staff limitations. Modified forms of psychoanalysis, along with treatment through medicine, surgery and physiotherapy, have
proven to be of great assistance in curing or improving the mental illness of
many patients. Various kinds of treatment or a combination are found to help
certain types of disease.
Recently new drug treatments have
become available which hold much
promise for the mentally ill. Chlorpromozine is easily administered with
quick results when a patient becomes
violently disturbed. It is not a sedative .
which "knocks out" the patient, but appears to have effective therapeutic value
as well as being a welcome replacement
for mechanical restraints.
Electro-therapy, a painless method of
producing convulsion which results in
the clearing of the mind, is still used,
but mostly for cases of severe depression.
Insulin therapy and various types of
hydrotherapy ("water treatment") are
also used.
Work Is Important
Work is one of the most important
forms of treatment. Idleness has a deteriorating effect upon most people, mentally ill or otherwise. Many of the patients have taken their first step toward
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recovery in the institution kitchen, equipped with a club room where the
laundry or farm as some activity helped men may play games, listen to the radio
to build confidence in their ability, gave or converse. Several of the wards have
them a feeling of usefulness or a sense of pianos, 10 have TV sets, the men's reacceptance with their workmates. Less ceiving ward has a pool room. A 1,500
acutely disturbed women assist with volume library is in one of the basedomestic work in the kitchens, dining ments.
A hospital choir sings occasionally at
rooms, sewing and mending rooms and
in the laundry. The men are able to find the regular Sunday protestant services.
work in the garden, on the farm, or in A priest from Yankton conducts the
construction work. The hospital main- Roman Catholic mass each Sunday. Partains about 130 head of registered dairy ties, movies, special events and meals are
cows, raises hogs for some of its pork · held and outside talent performs occaand has a large root cellar for storing sionally. Outdoor opportunities include
potatoes and other vegetables. About three croquet courts, two tennis courts,
1,200 acres are under cultivation. A a kitten ball field and a nine hole golf
large greenhouse makes it possible to course.
have flowers in the wards and for speLiving Facilities
cial purposes the year round.
Many of the new patients remain in
A program of activity or push therapy the receiving ward during their entire
has been set up for between 20 to 30 new hospitalization if their stay is but a few
patients that stand to benefit from this months. Those moved are grouped with
type of treatment. Their activities begin others approximately their own age or
at 8 a.m. and do not conclude until 9 or condition or whose behavior resembles
10 p.m.
their own. Crowded housing conditions
Occupational Therapy
or because it is not good for some to be
Seven full-time occupational thera- alone keeps most patients from enjoypists, assisted by registered and stuc!ent ing a private room.
Some wards are "closed" to permit
nurses and volunteer workers, teach patients to make things with their hands closer supervision of those more acutely
in several of the wards. As they work disturbed. "Semi-open" wards unlock
with their hands, some are able to focus their doors during certain hours. Less
their attention in a new experience that disturbed patients often spend superis geared to their ability and condition vised periods out of doors. Other wards
making remarkable progress to gain not are not locked with their patients free to
only a new pride in accomplishment, go about unsupervised. From time to
but a much needed feeling of "at home- time a patient may be shifted to new
ness" as they successfully associate with quarters because he has improved or to
others. Those craft creations which face him with the challenge of a new
meet certain standards of beauty and group. Or he may be too noisy or diffiworkmanship are placed on sale in the cult to handle and needs to go to a war<l
art room with proceeds going to the better equipped to handle him. It is
sometimes necessary to regroup patients
amusement fund.
to relieve congestion. In the event of
Leisure Time Activities
There is not a supervise<!· program physical illness he is taken to the new
that could be rightly termed as recrea- 80-bed hospital.
Payment for Care
tional therapy, but there are activities
and choices to meet the leisure time
The 1953 legislature appropriated
needs and interests of many of the pa- funds amounting to $1.86 per patient
tient population. Each male ward is per day. Additional contributions as
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Federal Surplus Commodity food, volunteer help, student nurse services, plus
a 100 reduction in the patient population since 1953 brings it to $2.50. This
amount becomes quite significant when
compared to daily patient costs elsewhere. In the 96 public or private nursing homes in our state the average is
about $3 for just rustodial care; the federal Veterans' Administration mental
hospitals pay out between $16 and $17.
Private mental hospitals ( with some of
the treatment and care not on a par with
the state hospitals) charge between $20
and $40.
.
Of this amount, relatives or the county pays $35 monthly, about half the cost.
Attitudes Have Changed
As late as the 18th Century mentally
sick people were imprisoned, tortured
and starved like wild beasts. Sometimes they were hanged for their illness. Always they were treated as untouchable, social outcasts. It wasn't until
the middle of the 19th Century that
medical findings by pioneers in the field
of nervous disorders gradually brought
more understanding about "crazy" people. Dorthea Dix was somewhat of a
lone pioneer in this country in the effort
to take the mentally ill out of the jails
and attics and into hospitals.
Under the initiative of William A.
Howard, then governor of Dakota Territory, the Hospital for the Insane of the
Dakota Territory was established and
opened on April 11, 1879. Governor
Howard forwarc!ed $2,286.75 of his
own money and had a frame structure
built at a spot right near the present
main building. The legislature later reimbursed him and accepted it as the first
public institution of the Territory. Nine
men and eight women from Minnesota
and Nebraska hospitals were the first to
be admitted.
Visions Fell Short
Unfortunately this humanitarian vision of hospitals for treatment or at least
asylums from the cruel treatment of the
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outside world for the mentally confused failed. Instead they soon became
miserable institutions for maltreatment.
Today, only a few short years later, the
tables have turned. Less than 20 years
ago Marilyn would in all likelihood
have been pronounced incurable,
doomed to an empty existence in the institution. Now 75 to 80 per cent of new
admissions return to their communities
and fa~ili~s cured or vastly improved
within three months time. Handcuffs,
jackets, straps or bolted chairs to restrain acutely disturbed patients are no
longer used at Yankton.
"We would rather let persons have a
fractured bone than a fractured dignity," says Dr. Yohe. "Patients are human
beings to be treated in as kind and dignified a manner as possible. Often they
need only this."
Of the 75 to 80 per cent of new patients released from the hospital, nearly
one third return. Some come back due
to the nature of the illness, but a considerable amount of recurrence is rooted
in the fact that the same potent environment, so effective in helping to produce
the illness, remains unchanged during
the patient's hospitalization. Education
and counsel is needed by those at home,
while the patient is in the hospital, in
preparation for his coming home to visit
to test his hold on reality and when he
finally gets his discharge. Only three
social workers on the present hospital
staff makes it impossible to make even a
gesture at getting this important phase
of treatment done. The State Hospital
now operates two outpatient clinics
( three times a month in Yankton and
once a month in Huron).
Personnel Shortage
This is but one of several instances
where the shortage of adequately
trained personnel curtails the effectiveness of the program. In October, 1954,
the governor's Committee on Training
and Research in Mental Health states in
their report: "If better patient care is a
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prereqms1te foi- increasing the number
of patients who can be discharged as improved or recovered at the end of a
year's time, then the recruitment and
preparation of psychiatric nursing personnel becomes of paramount importance ... "
"In July 1954, out of 453 persons on
the payroll, 175 were attendants and 18
were registered nurses. It has been reliably estimated, by professional groups
that have surveyed the State Hospital,
that for its bed capacity of 1,612 there .
should be employed 318 attendants and
101 psychiatric nurses."
A further serious note was introc!uced
when this committee's report sited the
turnover figures for attendants during
the fiscal year 1953-54. Only 79 stayed
throughout the entire year while 200
came and left within that time. In other
words 200 attendants were required to
fill 108 jobs ( and each had to be specialily trained by already overworked personnel and at state expense). Add to this
the many hours when there were unfilled positions and we begin to see how
momentous the problem of providing
adequate care for all patients is. Dr.
Yohe is requesting that the 1955 legislature increase the salary appropriation$235,000 plus special appropriations
for another employees' building and a
multiple - purpose chapel - auditoriumgymnasium.
The Senile Survey Committee of the
Legislative Research Council outlines
the need for all-purpose clinics in the
state for prevention as well as rehabilitation. At present only Minnehaha and
Pennington counties have a mental
health clinic where parents can come to

talk over their own and their children's
problems with trained persons and
where one may be screened for admission to the state hospital and assisted in
making a successful return after treatment. Because they believe that such
clinics should be coordinated with the
work of the state hospitals where the
best available professional direction and
staff are to be found, the Senile Survey
Committee is recommending that the
position of state mental health administrator be created, that he be the superintendent of the state hospital, and that he
"be given the responsibility for establishing suitable mental health clinics in
the state."

Much To Be Done
Yes, much remains to be done, for no
sickness poses greater problems and re-quires more adequate attention not only
upon the part of skilled professionals,
but with the average citizenry. We are
the great influencers. In no other illness
does the patient's family and community have a greater responsibility and opportunity in preventing illness and in rehabilitation to health. Much new knowl- ·
edge about human development and interpersonal relationships awaits our
study and use for happier, healthier living. Like cancer, treatment for mental
illness is most effective when caught
early. The Council of State Governments has estimated that "if as few as
three commitments per year can be prevented, the entire budget of a mental
hygiene clinic can be paid for." The
price is too high if we fail to act wisely
for then we become a part of the sickness instead of a part of the healing.
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State TB
Sanatorium

....

TREATMENT A MIRACLE IN SLOW MOTION

In 1911 when the South Dakota State
Sanatorium opened to receive its first
patient, TB was ruled as the worst disease enemy of man. It had been almost
30 years since Robert Koch identified
the tiny rod-shaped killer with its waxy
overcoat. But nothing had been discovered to kill the germ and so about one
out of every nine deaths in that year
were caused by the "White Plague."
Today less than one in 30 deaths is from
tuberculosis. The story of this combined
medical and social fight tells of one of
the great and noble achievements of our
century.
One of the most important blows to
TB has been a vast improvement in our
standards of living along with effective
public health measures. Bovine tuberculosis, which favored children under
five, has been almost completely eradicated. In 1917 the United States Department of Agriculture launched a program which resulted in testing cattle in
all dairy herds. Those showing signs of
the disease were killed. This and the
pasteurization of milk as a general practice served- to virtually eliminate this
type of TB. Success in isolating people
with active tuberculosis through the
building of special hospitals, TB therapy with chemical treatment, and the
tireless efforts of public health agencies
to educate the public to a more realistic
health consciouness, all entered in to
check the mighty mite.

Checked, Not Eliminated
But lest this should cause over-optimism, let it be stated that the miracles
of medicine have not yet found a final
"knock-out" drug for the killer. The
much publicized streptomycin and isoniazid are not germ killers but inhibitors
that the TB microbe can develop a resistance to. We still have about 60 people dying from tuberculosis each year in
South Dakota. While the death ratio is
going down, the number of new cases
reported in the country is increasing. It
is estimated that today more than 500,000 in our country have active TB and
that half or more of these are not aware
of it. Without treatment in the early
stages they risk more serious illness and
the chances are that they are spreading
the disease to others.
Mobile X-Ray Tests
The control of tuberculosis still involves the primary step of finding the
people who are sick. In 1946 South Dakota put a m9bile X-ray unit into operation in an attempt to catch TB in its incipient stages. Since that time several
hundred thousand of its miniature
films have been read and analyzed. The
next step is to place those with active
tuberculosis in hospitals where they can
be treated and where proper precautions
can be taken so that they can not infect
others.
Sanator is truly a town in itself with
its only industry that of caring for peo-
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ple who have pulmonary tuberculosis.
On June 30, 1954 there- were 109 resident patients, 65 men and 44 women. It
is an almost ideal location (5,300 alt.)
in the Harney National Forest Reserve
about five miles south of Custer. The
moderate y e a r round temperature
makes an unusual atmosphere for rest
and quiet. In addition to its new 118 bed
fireproof building, it has an administration building, Legion ward, power
plant, laundry, nurses home, dairy
barns, employees' cottage, an elementary
school for employee's children and other buildings.

Rest Is Fundamental
The fundamental principle for treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis is rest.
When a lung is infected with billions ot
these microbes any extra exertion slows
down the forces in the body that are putting up the battle for life. One of the best
defenses the body has is to surround and
imprison these attackers in a wall of
cells and fibers. This prevents them
from destroying the living tissue of the
lungs. However, these stubborn germs
often live on for years inside these tiny
lumps called tubercles. Fatigue, anxiety,
poor food, illness or other reasons may
cause one's bodily resistance to go down
and allow a new, more vicious invasion
of germs, or a break out from some of
the lung prisons. This treatment is especially hard to follow in the early stages
of the sickness when there is no pain
and perhaps no fever or cough. Loyalty
to the demands of treat.rr}ent are much
easier in a hospital designed for the purpose.
Sometimes it is regarded as necessary
to_ help the lung rest by curtailing its
movement. One method is to pump air
between the linings that cover the chest
walls and those that cover the infected
lung. This operation, called pneumothorax, makes a cushion around the lung
which prevents movement and, in
shrinking the lung, makes the tuber-

culosis holes smaller to allow for quicker healing.
Another method used to rest the lung
is by temporarily paralyzing .the nerve
that controls the diaphragm. The nerve
is crushed at a point in the neck to paralyze the diaphragm muscle under the
infected lung. In about six months' time
the nerve repairs itself. Sometimes it is
felt necessary to remove the ribs at the
point where the lung is most seriously
diseased. This causes the muscles and
other tissues in that region to fall inward, relaxing that lung portion. The
result is permanent collapse but does not
prevent a cured patient's return to normal life.

Partial Removal Possible
In an effort to prevent the spread of
germs to healthy portions of the lung, a
diseased lobe or part of the lung is sometimes removed. New drugs, which
strongly inhibit the germ's attack, have
been of great benefit to many chronic
cases. These drugs seem to take away
some of the chemical in living tissue
that the TB microbe needs in order to
thrive. Thus patients are able to gai~
strength for undergoing surgery and the
doctor can remove part of a lung without fear of spreading the infection to
healthy portions.
The Sanatorium staff is performing a
few of these lobectomies. However,
most of the surgery work is done outside
of Sanator. The superintendent's last
biennial report states: "Because of the
difficulty of securing adequate nurses,
our major surgical program has been
carried out with the assistance of Our
Lady of Lourdes hospital in Hot
Springs, and with the assistance of a
Hot Springs physician."
The leisure-time program is confined
mainly to quiet, individual activities. A
mobile library unit makes the rounds
regularly. Patients may listen to radios
except during rest periods. A movie is
shown weekly in the auditorium of the
administration building.
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Craft work is done by some of the patients but the administration suggests
that a full-time Occupational Therapist
would be very beneficial in introducing
new and creative interests into some of
the prolonged hours of time that the patients have on their hands. It is also felt
that this would help to decrease the
possibility of patients leaving Sanator
without permission while they are still
suffering from active TB and stand in
great danger of infecting others.

Watch Repair School
Our state Department of Vocational
Rehabilitation underwrites most of the
cost of a watch repair school for some of
the patients at Sanator. An ex-patient,
now a horologist, supervises the course
of training ( about 1,000 hours). A high
percentage of those completing the
course are now following this line of
work.
A common but false ic!ea about TB is
that you are confined to a hospital for
the rest of your days or if you do recover, that you are doomed to sit around
the rest of your life as a semi-invalid.
The fiction of this idea is soon revealed
when one sees the demanding kin_ds of
jobs performed by ex-patients. A little
further checking by the Bureau of Labor Statistics also shows former TB
patients were not absent from work any
more than others and that they actually suffered fewer disabling injuries
and stayed with a job longer than die
the "unimpaired." It is felt by some that
an expanded program of rehabilitation
therapy at Sanator would help to eliminate "worry sickness" for many thus
speeding recovery while preparing them
for a pr(?ductive and independe_n t life
when they return to the community.
Although the shortening of the hospitalization period has cut down the
total cost of treatment and care of a patient over that of past years, it still costs
an average of $9.21 per day for each of
the resident patients at Sanator last year.
At present state funds must cover the
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great amount of this cost as the law allows only a maximum charge of $10.00
per week per patient. The Senile Survey
Committee of the Legislative Research
Council is recommending that the law
be changed to allow a raise in the charge
to patients ( or to their resident county)
to conform more nearly to present maintenance costs.

. · Early Detection Needed
Another problem that seems to need
careful attention and which depends in
great part upon intelligent action of the
people, is that of catching the disease in
the early stages before the germ "consumption" has taken a tragic toll. Most
of the patients at Sanator have far advanced disease. Of the 194 patients at
Sanator during the 1952 to 1954 biennium, 94 were 50 years of age and over.
Sixty-eight of these were men, mostly
farmers and general laborers. Seventyseven patients in the same period were
men and women in the prime years of
20 to 50.
Because active tuberculosis is still as
infectious as it ever was, this problem
confronts us with another equally serious-that of passing the disease to others. Dr. W. L. Meyer, superintendent at
Sanator, puts it this way: "It must be
remembered that the public is entitled
to protection from any active case of
tuberculosis just as much, if not more so,
than protection from an acute infection
such as scarlet fever. Tuberculosis kills
approximately 60 people in South Dakota each year. Diphtheria and scarlet
fever kill practically none. Why should
compulsory isolation for active cases of
tuberculosis not be as essential as for
these other infectious diseases?" .
His suggestion is that steps be taken
to isolate active cases at the state level;
that a full-time epidemiologist, working
out of the state Department of Health.
be engaged to investigate ( with legal
means if necessary) all reported suspicious cases. He should also have authority
to compel all proven cases of active tu-
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berculosis to be isolated ( not necessarily
at Sanator) wherever the patient can
maintain an effective apartness from
others who might become infected.

Touch the King
Three hundred years ago people ravaged by the "white plague" thought that
if they could just touch the King they
could be cured of the disease. We have
come a long way since then in methods
for the control and treatment of the

dreaded disease. But as yet a drug has
not been founc!· that can eliminate this
greatest of history's killers. And until
we do find something to eradicate it as a
disease we must remain constantly vigilant for signs of the intruder. We must
see that active cases are caught at the
earliest possible period and isolated to
where they can receive the best possible
treatment and care and where their
loved ones and the public can gain protection from possible infection.

State Hospitals and Schools for the Handicapped

Hospital and
School, Redfield
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ESTIMATED ONE PER CENT ME NALLY RETARDED
It was the usual busy but happy rou- reasons why some so-called normal chiltine of formulas, feeding and extra dren may be slow to talk, that in their
washings those first few months. Then child's case the psychological and mediabout the seventh month Mrs. Johnson cal diagnoses showed it to be an abnorbegan to worry and wonder. Little Paul mal reason-Paul was mentally retardwas far behind their first child, Sally, ed.
when she was that age. Despite special
They also learned that his handicap
attention the baby just didn't seem to was not due to any weakness in them
want to crawl; instead, he seemed con- nor of neglect or responsibility upon
tent to just lie motionless in his play pen. their part. It was due to an injury to the
Temporary relief came when Paul brain, before, at or shortly after birth.
finally learned ·to walk and to speak a The result of this injury meant that their
few words. But when on his second boy would not develop at the same rate
birthday, Paul had mastered only five or to the same level as the average child
words and would bump into familiar in his community. They were also told
objects and hurt himself, the Johnson's that an estimated one per cent of our nation's population are mentally retarded
decided to take him to their doctor.
( about 6,500 for South Dakota) and no
Examination failed to provide any
known cure for their handicap has been
conclusive evidence and his advice was
discovered.
that they wait for a while because the
This revelation saddened the Johnrate of development in normal children
sons but also relieved much of the anxican vary greatly. So they returned home
ety which sometimes had overwhelmed
resolved to be patient parents; but rethem. On the chance · that some way
pea~ed strong evidence soon led again to
might be found to help their boy other
anx10us concern.
specialists were consulted but to no
Clinical Examination
avail. The possibility of sending him to
In the spring of the year that Paui was one of the three private schools in South
4½, arrangements were made to take Dakota or in other states, was more
him to a clinic. There, specialists than they could bear financially.
learned from the Johnson's that Paul
Then one day a neighbor suggested
was not toilet trained, could not dress that they visit the State Hospital and
himself, could drink from a cup but School at Redfield. They wrote the suhad difficulty using a spoon or fork. perintendent and made an appointment
And the Johnson's learned from the to visit and have a talk with him.
psychologist that while there are many
Upon entering the driveway that
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leads to the administration building
one begins to sense that he is coming
into a sizeable community. A !awned
area of about 165 acres makes up the
grounds upqn which the buildings are
located. Grouped around the administration building are eight ward buildings, the hospital, . a central service
building ( main kitchen and dining
rooms) three buildings for employees to
live in, the power plant and laundry.
Reaching out beyond this are about 100
acres of garden and 600 acres of cultivated farm land, with the usual farm
buildings housing the dairy, the swine,
and poultry departments.
At present there are 860 patients liv ·
ing at Redfield from four years to 80
years of age. These people do not have a
disease, but a severe mental handicap
which makes it extremely difficult to
function in regular community life.
Some of the patients have additional
handicaps ·such as epilepsy and cerebral
palsy.
A limited professional staff of the
superintendent, A. A. Thompson, two
medical doctors, two psychologists, one
social worker, one registered nurse, six
practical nurses, one dentist and eight
teachers and a part time recreation director are employed. Seventy-five ward
attendants, plus cooks, dining hall
workers, office help, power house and
farm employees, complete the staff.

Training Is Varied
A formal trai'ning program conducted
in school buildings on the grounds takes
care of about 125 children. Each child is
tested by a trained psychometrist before
enrollment and placed where he is best
fitted both socially and mentally. Unlike
regular elementary training, each pupil
is taught individually and allowed to
travel at his own rate of speed. In this
way he can learn to use his abilities to
the fullest extent possible. This requires
pati~nt encouragement and open praise
from the teacher for even the most trivial of accomplishments. At the same

time she must help the student to realize
and accept his limitations. The school
department has a primary room, a grade
room, weaving and woodworking classes, a print shop, sewing an'd cooking,
music, gym classes and a recreation
program.
A work program builds a feeling of
usefulness, a degree of at homeness with
other in patients. Various tasks on the
farm, in the garden, dairy, dining hall,
kitchen and laundry helps them to learn
to accept and master new challenges,
make decisions and to cooperate and
share. Those unable to work at these
tasks have the opportunity to help with
the work in the wards and in the sewing
rooms.
The leisure time program includes a
weekly movie, a dance each Monday
night for interested older patients and a
party every Tuesday afternoon for the
younger children. Smaller groups of
adult patients have one period a week in
the gymnasium during the winter
months.
Patients in the lower grade wards
who are unable to attend the regul:i.r
activities have their own film showings,
games, music activities and record players for music appreciation. Each ward
has its own radio. Church services are
held Sunday afternoons and special
meals and parties on special days an,~
seasons throughout the year. During
the summer months extra personnel are
employed to direct recreation for each
of the men's and women's wards. All
the children and adults who are physically able are encouraged to participate
in outdoor activities of hiking, group
reading and organized games. Through
these and other activities an attempt is
made to provide a friendly social environment to help in the happiness and
training of those who ·are able to take
part.
Long Waiting List
In all probability, parents like the
Johnson's would- not be successful in get-
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ting their child into the Redfield State
Hospital and School. In the past a lack
of facilities had meant a long waiting
list. At present there are 60 names on the
urgent list and an additional 165 on the
regular waiting list. This has led the
authorities to give preference for admission i'n the following order: ( 1) To
those who are considered to be a menace
in the home community; (2) To those
who are a serious burden in the home;
(3) To those who are orphans or homeless; and, ( 4) To those whose care and
supervision is iµadequate. This has resulted in a general trend, in recent years,
of admitting mostly patients who are of
the lower mentality among the mentally disabled. Present estimates regard less
than 15 per cent of those at Redfield
now as "potentially trainable patients"
who could be rehabilitated. The last several sessions of the legislature have recognized this need for more space and
have appropriated money for buildings
which are now being readied for use.
Our state laws require that an individual must be committed to the state
Commission for the Control of the
Feeble Minded before he can be considered for admission or committed to the
institution. This action is taken by the
county sub-commission composed of the
county judge, state's attorney and county doctor.
Among the most pressing personnel
needs listed by the superintendent, A.
A. Thompson, for the improvement and
expansion of their program are full time
directors of recreation and occupational
therapy, another social worker, more
practical nurses and ward supervisors.
He also suggests a definite need for new
personnel "to work with parents and
parents' groups in order to assist with
the mentally retarded children who are
not in the institution and who cannot be
brought to the institution because of
lack of available space."
This is in keeping with other concerned individuals and groups propos-
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ing supporting programs at the state
and local levels to provide such services
as training programs for parents of the
retarded as well as their children, dav
care facilities, work opportunities and
special classes in the elementary schools.
At present South Dakota has only
three private schools for the mentally
retarded all in Sioux Falls. The largest
and ·oldest is the Hollister School with
38 stude.nts 5 to 20 years old. Fourteen
of these are boarding pupils living in
the Home. The White School and·
Home cares for 16 students. Just recently the Sweeney School was started and
at present three children are enrolled.
A state organization of the National
Association for Retarded Children has
been organized with local branches
functioning at Madison and Rapid City.
The Joint Legislative Committee of the
Public Health Association and the Social Welfare Conference has among its
recommendations for 1955 regarding
the mentally retarded that "we support
state aid for the education of the mentally retarded child," that there be "a permanent research unit for evaluation and
classification of the mentally retarded in
the state" and also "adequate appropriations for the State Hospital and School
to permit the employment of highly
skilled staff as needed to carry on a modern progressive program."
At present the state's appropriation
for salaries and maintenance amounts to
about $1.72 per patient per day. Of this
amount the county ( or the relatives)
pays about $.82 per day or $25.00 per
month. The Senile Survey Committee
of the Legislative Research Council has
recommended that "charges to counties
for patients and to patients be raised to
conform more closely to present costs for
care and maintenance." They also recommend that "the work at Yankton,
Redfield and in other mental health
clinics must proceed on a unified, orderly basis with · responsibility for a state
program definitely fixed."
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School
for the Deaf

INFECTION CAUSES IMPAIRED HEARING

Often it doesn't show when a child
has a hearing handicap. At least it can't
be detected like a missing finger, a crippled limb or eyes that cannot see. Yet
experts estimate that as many as a
million children of school age "stumble" and sometimes "fall" socially and
"limp" mentally. And because their
hearing handicap isn't showing we tend
to unfairly judge them as spoiled, neurotic, a day-dreamer or worse.
This was somewhat the situation
with Jimmy. Except for an extra hard
case of measles followed by several severe colds, he started out on a par with
the next kid his age in the neighborhood-a regular boy. Now he had regressed into a "difficult" phase and instead of growing out of it he seemed to
be getting steadily worse. He was easily
irritated and over nothing. He would
not listen and was hard to get along
with-a real problem at home and at
school. He gave up his interests in his
roaming with his age-mates. His yard
play of tag, tussle, and baseball was re-

placed with ·sulking and spending a lot
of time by himself.
Becomes Problem
He became such a problem in school.
and at home that his parents finally took
him to the family doctor to see if it
could be something physical. His history
of coughing at night as a result of repeated colds and a continuing infection
in his nose and throat led the doctor to
advise that Jimmy see an ear specialist.
The otologist made a test which
showed that Jimmy's hearing had seriously been affected and that it all began
with the measles at two years of age. In
many cases like Jimmy's treatment with
"miracle" drugs will eliminate the
handicap but in his instance he had
waited too long and they could not
bring back normal hearing.
Because he was unable to easily exchange ideas with others and take a full
part in the activities of the classroom,
the playground and the home; his hidden handicap had taken a terrible toll
upon his whole person. Already his
speech sounded unnatural and it was
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strongly recommended that he be enrolled at a school where he could get
special help with his handicap.
In our state with its large geographic
size and its comparatively scattered
population we have a resident-type
school at Sioux Falls which takes care
of both, those who have a severe hearing
loss and those who are considered deaf.
The law reads that "all persons too deaf
to receive the full benefit of the public
schools ... over five years of age and
under 20 years of age, capable of receiving instruction, and free from contagious or chrop.ic diseases, shall be received and taught free of charge at the
school for the deaf." It is only a school
and not in any sense an institution for
custodial care or hospitalized treatment.

87 Students
At present there are 87 students attending the school ( three are day students); four of these are tuition students
from Minnesota, Iowa and Wyoming.
An average of 20 go home for the weekend.
Those responsible for the education
of these school children are the superintendent, Mr. Arthur S. Myklebust
( since 1939), the principal and 13 teachers who, in addition to having a state
certificate or state high school certificate,
are required to have additional special
training. In addition there are six fulltime house parents, some part time college personnel for relief, and 14 other
employees. A resident nurse and practicing physician of the city are employed to supervise the health program
of the school.
It is estimated that the normal sixyear old comes to his first year in school
equipped with a vocabulary of at least
2000 words. The average five-year-old
who enters the School for the Deaf has
never heard conversation and cannot reproduce words. About half of all entering students are totally deaf and will
never be able to gain the sensation of
hearing sound. Yet after 12 years of
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training an estimated 50 percent of the
graduates can reproduce words and can
be understood by others. A considerable
portion of the remaining half are able to
reproduce words but it is difficult for
one not used to conversing with the deaf
to understand them.
Hearing Tested
U poµ entering the school and frequently thereafter, the hearing of each
pupil is tested with a pure tone audiometer. Those having residual hearing are
then given training on a group hearing
aid. The school now has five of these
costly instruments. It is hoped that it
will soon be possible to get five more so
that more classrooms can have this valuable instrument for use on an all day
plan.
Upon admission, the small c!:iild is
placed in Primary Hall, a modern fireproof building which can house, board
and provide classroom space for about
50 of the children up to 12 years of age.
Because the child .has had little or no experience in developing a vocabulary or,
in communicating to others, the first
year is devoted almost entirely to
language, speech and speech reading.
This latter term is usually known as lip
reading. However, speech reading is
more literal, since they learn to read not
only the lips but the entire facial expression. The child learns speech by feeling
the teacher's throat while watching her
lips as she speaks a word. The child
then feels his own throat as he tries to
imitate the word sound. As he becomes
aware of the peculiar type of vibration
that accompanies each word he takes his
first steps on the long and difficult road
toward speaking. By receiving instruction in speech reading and auditory
training at the same time it is found
that a student makes much more progress than when each is given separately.

Sign Language Not Taught
Manual or "sign" language is merely
an extracurricular activity which the
students pick up in their free-time social
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togetherness. Because the purpose of the with local Sioux Falls business firms.
school is to help the boys and girls to ad- Under this plan older students go to
just to the ways and demands of society, school until noon; after lunch they are
manual language is recommended for transported by bus to their place of
use in only special vocations such as work. This two year old program has
coaching, debating, oratory, etc. In the been largely successful with most of the
regular school day this means finger student participants staying on after
spelling is permitted only on the play- graduation as permanent employees.
ground and during assembly periods in
Supervised Recreation
the auditorium.
Supervised recreation induces playAs the understanding and use of lan- ground activities, group trips to various
guage becomes established then the · places of interest, dramatic presentachild is ready for the ordinary public tions, special and regular social affairs
school studies. It is this lack of vocabu- and a physical education program. Orlary and the slowed down education ganized games, tumbling, wrestling,
process the requires the average deaf boxing, calesthenics and basketball are
person to take from 12 to 14 years to some of the activities of the gymnasium.
master what a normal hearing child The school has varsity basketball, footgets by the time he is in tenth grade. ball and track teams that compete
Each child is entitled to 11 years of free against other schools.
instruction ( except for clothing, transMany leisure time opportunities are
portation, and incidental expenses). offered in the home-like atmosphere of
However, if .the administration feels dormitory recreation rooms and elsethat a stuc!ent would benefit appreci- where. Club programs are available to
ably, a student may receive an addition- those interested and the Student Assoal three years.
ciation operates its own store. Nondenominational religious instruction is of- .
Pupils Learn Trades
The school seeks to give each pupil a fered on Tuesdays for all except Luthworking kno\;Vledge of some practical erans and Roman Catholics. They retrade which he can pursue in gaining a ceive instruction from their minister or
livelihood after graduation. Under the priest.
The school is located on a 25 acre site
supervision of competent instructors
they devote from one to three hours on the east side of the city. Five large
each school day throughout their inter- buildings make up the school plant on
mediate and advanced schooling. In ad- the campus.
Price of Education
dition to handicraft and art work boys
are offered woodworking, printing,
The operating cost for educating
painting, concrete work and gardening. these handicapped during the 1953-54
Sewing, knitting, cooking and general school year was $1,235 per pupil. The
homemaking are given to the girls.
average of all schools for the deaf in the
The task of writing and printing the nation was $1,635 with New Mexico
Rushmore Beacon, the school's monthly . high at $3,133 and Kentucky low at
paper which is mailed to all parents and $800. Constitutionally we are obligated
alumni, combines educational learning to provide them an .educational opporwith the social and public relations tunity. Dollars and cents wise we come
aspects.
out ahead when we realize that the
Special mention must be made of the schools' graduates do not have a single
"on the job" training program that name on public assistance or private
the school runs in cooperation with the charity lists. It is a rarity to find any bestate Rehabilitation Department and fore a police court or in jail.

State Hospitals and Schools for the Handicapped
Most of the million school children
like Jimmy lose part or all of their hearing because of repeated colds and infections in the ears, nose and throat. We
must be quick and careful to see that
medical attention is given before it is too
late. Because it is so often a hidden
handicap we must take constructive
steps to see that an adequate testing program is in operation for detecting the
hearing disability of children at the
earliest possible age. But as important as
. testing and careful examination is, if
nothing further is done, these will be of
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little value. If antibiotics or radium
therapy are unable to restore normal
hearing then we must make sure that
the kind of hearing aid and training
that is best suited to the individual need
is provided.
And for those born or acquiring se-·
vere or · total hearing impairment we
must strive to provide a constantly improving program of special education
and training, not that they may acquire
substitutes for hearing, but for their
growing up into whole, healthy persons . .
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School
for the Blind

FOR THOSE WHO WALK IN DARKNESS

At the far eastern edge of our state,
nestled in a bowl-like valley, the state
maintains another of its "boarding
type" schools for children with a special
handicap. On March 1 of this year the
South Dakota School for the Blind celebrates its 55th year of continuous operation. Since its turn of the century beginning with Governor Andrew Lee
and the Gate City Marching Band, Orchestra and Glee Club helping to dedicate an old court house that was purchased and donated by the citizens of
Gary, the school's physical plant has
grown to include three main buildings
with conecting tunnels for housing and
educational purposes and a combined
heating plant and laundry.
The school's title is somewhat misleading because it's purpose includes the
education of those between 6 and 21
years of age whose vision is so defective
( even with corrective glasses) that they
"are unable to receive the full benefits of
the public schools" as well as for those
who are totally blind. Children with ac!ditional physical or mental defects are
not eligible for admission. It is an elementary and secondary school concerned with the education of children
and is not a home or charitable institution devoted to custodial care.
Like the School for the Deaf, it is under the Board of Regents and operates
as other public schools do on a nine

months basis. Tuition, books, board,
room and laundry are free to all the
pupils along with regular medical examination and attention. Parents ( or
the county of their home residence) are
responsible for travel, clothing and
spending money.
Three Part Program
At present a near capacity of 26 boys
and 18 girls are enrolled at the school.
Their formal program is c!ivided into
the three phases of academic, music and
industrial training. In addition to the
superintendent, the school employs
three teachers who teach Braille or low
vision studies in the elementary school,
four high school teachers ( 8th grade is
included), a shop instructor, a music
teacher and a typing teacher who also
acts as secretary to the superintendent.
The South Dakota course of study is
followed throughout both the grades
and the high school and upon graduation students can enter college without
further examination. Because these
people are without an adequate sense of
sight for acquiring knowledge and experience it is necessary for teachers with
special training to help the children to
substitute a more highly educated sense
of touch. They learn to read by running
their fingers over an embossed type
known as Braille and their writing with
the use of specially c!esigned Braille
slates. Arithmetic is learned with Tay-
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lor slates. These are metal sheets with
star shaped holes into which students
insert oblong pieces. The position of the
star "type" determines the number it
represents.
The school library and reading room
' has a selection of current books that
have been published in Grade 2 Braille.
The Reader's Digest, Time, March of
Events, Outlook, Searchlight, and the
Beacon are some of the periodicals that
are subscribed for.
Depend on Hearing
Those who live in a darkened world
learn to use their sense of hearing to a
much greater degree also. Each class
room has a talking-book machine which
can play records that present voices reciting upon many different subjects.
Both the Braille writer and the standard
typewriter soon become indispensible
instruments of expression for the sightless and low vision child.
The medium of music is a wonderful
means for those without sight to express
themselves. In addition to those revealing gifted ability in music, the· entire
student body is given training in the appreciation and expression of music.
Singing in the classes, a mixed chorus, a
boys quartet and an orchestra provide
regular opportunities. Each child is provided an . opportunity for beginning
study in piano and music Braille in his
second year. His display of interest and
ability determines just how long his
training continues. Instruction in violin,
cello, the wind instruments, and voice
along ~ith courses in harmony and the
history of music are additional offerings.
Opportunities to share their musical
talents either individually or in groups
come by their taking part in contests,
festivals, an annual operetta and Christmas program, and various outside
school, church and community programs. An alumnus of the School for
the Blind is now music instructor.
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Industrial Training
In keeping with their purpose of
building in these young people an attitude and a competence for living as
normal citizens, the school places a
strong emphasis on industrial training.
A severe sight handicap usually excludes many vocational pursuits. Basketry, ch air - caning, upholstering,
hammock-tying, and plain and art
weaving on four-harness looms is offered to all students. A complete course
in piano tuning and repairing is offered
to boys who show a combined music
and mechanical talent. Other boys learn
to make things along the practical lines
of door mats, mops and brushes. The
girls are taught to do machine sewing,
knitting and crocheting.
For those of us with sight it is somewhat amazing to see how adequately
the members of the older girls Personality Club are able to help in the preparation and serving of the food in the dining room at the school. Because personal
appearance is so important for the morale of those who do not see themselves
and counts even more than with seeing
in being accepted easily by others considerable emphasis is put upon groom1ng and table etiquette.
Infectious Philosophy
Many of those admitted to the school
have already been trained at their young
age to expect to be waited on. They ten<l
to think that they are different anc! burdened with a hopelessly confining handicap. But it isn't long before the philosophy of Superintendent Walter Hack
and his nine teachers begins to produce
some wonderful changes in these children. Because they seek to cater not to
the person but to his handicap; because
they avoid doing things for them, teaching them instead to do things for themselves, in t ime faltering children are
walking down the familiar halls almost
as if they had 20-20 vision. The boy who
fearfully gropes his way along the walk
to the edge of Lake Elsie to join the
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other kids iust to he near them as they
skate and slide on the iC"e or swim in the
early fall, is soon hurrving down the
walk to be the first one in.
Dancing, games and roller skating in
the inadequate auditorium are done
without compromise in spite of the series of posts in the room. Basketball on
the outdoor court, with a specially designed bell system on the basket, is one
the favorite free-time activities enjoyed
by the boys. These and many other
leisure-time activities are indispensibk
to the development of a healthy, socially confident personality. ·To add- erect
carriage, bodily poise and strength to
their physical assets a physical educational program of wrestling, baton
twirling, adapted baseball, horseshoes
and track is promoted.

Public Initiative
This is not to preclude that the best
results are being realized at the school.
The staff there would be the first to admit that much remains to be desired in
the expansion and improvement of the
program and in the development of a
more effective standard- of professional
competence. However, the realization of
their goals in the task of educating
those with a severe sight impairment is
one that lies in great part upon others. It
will also take more than increased appropriations from the state legislature
for salaries, maintenance and building
improvements. Rather along with a better understanding of the work being

done at Gary, the people of our state
need to promote and support a more en lightened and thorough program of prevention and rehabilitation.
In its 1952-53 annual report The
South Dakota Service to the Blind and
Visually Handicapped states that "accidents, diseases and- neglect are the primary jeopardizing factors affecting the
eyes." Also, that one out of four school
children need corrective glasses, that
over half of the 22,000 persons in the
United States who lose their sight each
year could have prevented it; that 80,000
people in the country have glaucome
( the eye disease which causes most
blindness) yet they don't know it!

Understanding the Blind
Along with a vigilant sight conservation program to prevent unnecc;ssary
loss of sight we need to grow in our understanding and relationship to the
blind. We must regard them as normal
human beings who have a type of handicap that requires that they be above
average in their adjustability, confidence and independence.
If the people who make up the home
and community environment of these
sight handicapped citizens will look
upon them with sympathetic understanding and high expectation and
avoid selfish sentimentality or belittling
charity, then these individuals cannot
help but emerge from their childhood
beginnin.12: to take a productive and
rightful place in society.
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